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with minimal postoperative pleural thickening along
the right costophrenic recess (prior surgery from bullet
wound). He underwent robotic-assisted left apical
bullectomy with pleurodesis with improvement of air
trapping and hyperinflation and overall improvement
in his dyspnea and functional status. (See Figures 1a,
1b, 2a, 2b, 2c)

Discussion
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Giant bullous emphysema (GBE) was first described in
1937 by Burke in a young male cigarette smoker with a
large bullae in the upper lobe associated with paraseptal
emphysema in 1937.1 Fifty years later Roberts provided

Case Description
A 51 year-old white male with a 55 pack year history
of tobacco use presented to the pulmonary clinic for
evaluation of dyspnea. Pulmonary function testing
revealed moderate obstructive airflow disease with
significant bronchodilator response and measurement
of lung volumes revealed significant hyperinflation and
air trapping. The diffusion lung capacity for carbon
monoxide was normal. A computed tomography of
the chest showed a large bulla in the left upper lobe
contiguous with the anterior mediastinum measuring
15.7x17.9x9.16cm. Also noted, was a light mass effect
on the anterior mediastinum with shift to the right. A
small bulla at the right apex measuring 3.4x1.5cm. was
also seen. There was no interstitial lung disease or
bronchiectasis noted. Minimal centrilobular emphysema
was present bilaterally. There was no lymphadenopathy.
There were surgical clips on the right hemidiaphragm
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radiographic criteria for GBE: presence of giant bulla
in one or more upper lobes (mostly unilateral), often
asymmetrical, occupying at least one-third of the
hemithorax and compressing surrounding normal lung
parenchyma.2 High resolution computed tomography
is the best imaging modality to characterize the extent of
bullous disease; it also helps to identify and characterize
co-existing pathologies (centrilobular emphysema,
cysts, bronchiectasis, pulmonary artery enlargement).3,4
Surgery is often a treatment option; either preventative
(when GBE occupies>1/3 of hemithorax) or to treat
complications from GBE (mediastinal compression,

cardiovascular compromise, or temporal increase in
size of GBE).5,6 Video-assisted thoracoscopy is a safe
and effective approach and can lead to improvement
in quality of life (Figure 3).7 Bronchoscopic placement
of endobronchial valves has also been reported as a
treatment option.8
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